ANNA LIEBEL

Professional Experience

Founder and CEO

Anna Liebel Consulting
Anna is a leadership and team development consultant, a global citizen with a Ukrainian heart,
and a tech project manager dedicated to people growth. With education from three European
countries, 6+ years of project management experience within various industries, and focus on
leading cross-functional and international teams, Anna is well-equipped to bring a new
perspective to the challenges that modern leaders are occupied with. For more details, debate
or discussion, you can find her on LinkedIn.
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Education

Anna helps leaders reclaim their genius zone by eliminating reactivity, transforming their
leadership, and becoming catalysts of a thriving company culture.
Anna’s clients appreciate working with her due to the following benefits:
 Being a leader, whether in an established business or in a start-up, is a tough job that
sometimes feels very lonely. Continuous communication with Anna is an opportunity to
create space to reflect, be heard, get constructive observations and feedback from an
independent party.
 Often leaders don't have time, energy, or skills to create and nurture healthy inspiring
organisational culture on their own. Anna helps boost team dynamics and productivity, thus
creating a strong foundation for the desired company culture.
 Leaders who genuinely care for their people and see that they are working too hard, yet
find it difficult to offload their stress, see great progress in employee well-being through
the personal development services provided by Anna.
After 6 months of working with her, you as a leader will create a culture where your employees
will thrive, producing the results you expect and beyond. We will focus your time, energy, and
money on the things that will make a positive difference for you, your employees, and the
company as a whole.

Way of working

Core competences & specializations

6 months package:

Skills:







Kick-off for the whole team;
1:1 leadership consultancy for you;
Team development sessions for your
employees;
Follow up workshop;
Summary workshop.






Leadership;
Team dynamics;
Project, program and portfolio
management;
Cross-cultural communication.

MSc in International Project
Management, Sweden
2010-2012

2006-2010

2011-2012

BSc in Computer
Science, Ukraine

MSc in Project Management,
United Kingdom

Client testimonials
Anna has been accompanying me for more than a year. She
taught me lots of methods to treat the time accurately and
effectively. Her system of time management changed my work
approach and speeded my personal and professional growth. I
have learned to respect myself and to set priorities. I really
appreciate her delicate way of accompanying me in my selfexploration. It is an exciting journey of self-discovering and selfrespect, and I am happy to share it with Anna.
Anna Koriagina, Cultural Manager, France/Ukraine

I had the pleasure of working with Anna. She's energetic,
structured and whole heartedly interested in coaching you. She
will be there to kick your ass if need be and celebrate the
victories on the way. If you're willing to do your part, Anna will be
there to guide you.
Norbert Spiess, Senior Backend Developer, Germany

Personal development sessions for you and
your employees:

